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Greetings,
outlander.

FOREWORD

s the Quintessential Elder Scrolls Literary Journal,
our goal for The Tel Mora Independent Press is
to promote community cohesion and 		
give talented Elder Scrolls fans a place for their work to be
celebrated.
In this issue, former Zenimax Loremaster Lawrence
Schick took the time to answer some questions for us, the
first Elder Scrolls-oriented interview with him since his
departure from Zenimax.
We’ve also teamed up with r/teslore’s KerbalSpaceExplorer
to deliver a series of in-character interviews between Neloth
and other figures of note within the Elder Scrolls universe.
Never before have we had dedicated writing done
specifically for The Tel Mora (aside from Editorial articles,
of course), and we certainly hope you enjoy reading them as
much as we enjoyed producing them.

Art Policy
The Tel Mora Independent Press always
makes the utmost effort to ensure that the
rights of artists are respected and taken
seriously. All pieces used in The Tel Mora
Independent Press are used by express
permission of the artist unless the artist
cannot be reached. In all cases, the artist
will be noted along with the title of the piece
and the site it came from. The name of the
artist will be hyperlinked, as well. If an artist
cannot be found, it will be noted [here] that
the source is unknown.
If your work is featured and uncredited in
an issue of The Tel Mora Independent Press,
please send us an email for either appropriate
credit, exchange, or removal of the work.

Andrew Watson
Editor-in-chief

(aka The White Guar)

Want to contribute?
We here at The Tel Mora Independent Press strive to deliver
the best and most recent additions to the collective Elder
Scrolls community and its works.
Do you have some art to share? A narrative, essay or poem
to publish? Cosplay? Music?
Send your entries to:
telmoraindependent@gmail.com
telmoraindependent.net/submit-your-apocrypha
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SELECTIVES
LORECAST
A CASUAL
ELDER SCROLLS
PODCAST
In every episode, a group of some
of the best lore afficionados in
the community discuss aspects
of Elder Scrolls lore, taking a
long, hard look from a variety of
perspectives.

Click on the screenshots below to view
the corresponding episodes on YouTube

Every two weeks, (usually)
the Selectives
convene
on
Photo courtesy
of RottenDeadite
RottenDeadite’s Twitch
channel to stream an
episode of The Selectives
Lorecast: A Casual Elder
Scrolls Podcast.

Recent
Episodes Episode 47:
Ep 48: Julianos
In this episode, the Selectives
discuss the trappings of the
Divine Julianos, god of magic,
knowledge, and wisdom.

Arkay

The Selectives discuss the
God of Birth and Death and
the importance of cycles in
TES.

Episode 46:
Akatosh
This week, the Selectives talk
about the Time God Akatosh
and how time and dragons
influence the Elder Scrolls.

To see more, visit the Memospore youtube
channel or RottenDeadite on Twitch.tv!

very issue we
share the best
recent submissions
available on our website.
Some are humorous, some
frightening. Some are
myths, some are narratives.
Some are long and some
are short. It is these works
that we honor here in the
hopes that they will not be
ignored.
To view these works in full, please
visit telmoraindependent.net
or click the buttons to visit them
directly.

Apocrypha
on
the
Web
Even more Elder Scrolls Literature
A Transcription
of the Late 1st
Era Tele-Memetic
Artifact
Gray_Maybe

his artifact appears to be
a piece of entertainment
or propaganda of an unknown
format...
Dwemer Artifact

Art by MySoulShards, DeviantArt

C o n t i nu e R e a d i n g
O n Te l M o r a

Official creation
myth of the
Orsinium Church of
Trinimalacath,
4E 201
Fruitbird15

n the time of our forefathers, there was only
Aldmer, tall and golden and
fair, standing aloof and arrogant
apart from the rest...

C o n t i nu e R e a d i n g
O n Te l M o r a
Malacath

Art courtesy of TeaDarkA, DeviantArt
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Game Mechanics and Lore

The Line in
the Sand
Andrew Watson
Editor-in-chief

Game mechanics and
lore are distinctly
separate aspects of The
Elder Scrolls...
Aren’t they?
R EA D O N L I N E AT
T E L M O R A I N D E PE N D E N T. N E T

Ghirapur Orrery

Art by Zirngibl, DeviantArt

EDITORIAL

s has been
discussed
previously
in this modest publication, the mechanics of
the games stand separate from the lore of
The Elder Scrolls universe. Yes, the games
are a medium that give
us an oculus into what
Tamriel is or could
be, but what happens
when the two don’t
exactly mesh well?
Such is a conundrum often
discussed within the well-populated confines of the r/teslore
subreddit, wherein rule 3a
states “Game mechanics and
limitations aren’t considered
lore.”
Take Elder Scrolls Online, for
example, where soul gems (at
least as of Update 12) have no
categorical distinctions and are
simply “soul gems,” allowing
us to not only recharge the
enchantments of our staves
and greatmauls, but also to
resurrect ourselves and others,
despite there being no black
soul gem present.

This is something I would be
loathe to point out as “lore,”
as it is clearly a simplistic way
to give soul gems practical use,
while also removing the clutter
and confusion that surrounded
the various tiers of soul gem
available for use ingame.
It was a choice by the developers solely for mechanical
benefit and ease of use.
Another example of game
mechanics would be the
cooldown on Shouts in Skyrim.
While yes, the cooldown may
perhaps represent some sort of
exhaustion, the cooldown itself
is merely a method of balance,
ensuring that we can’t walk
through a dungeon, repeatedly
clicking the Ability button and
Fus Ro Dah-ing all enemies out
of our path continually. Again
- mechanical benefit, this time
for balance.
Or perhaps the spellbooks in
Skyrim. Some have joked that
the Last Dragonborn eats the
books, as using them instantly
removes them from your inventory, rather than giving you
a visual representation of the
contents of the book.
As a result, the books are
“consumed” similarly to
potions or food. The alternative would be using the
book, learning the spell, then
opening up the possibility of
selling the book back for a
rebate; it would simply break
the game’s balance.
The Dovahkiin shouldn’t
be able to get spells essentially
for free. Once again, we see
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EDITORIAL
a mechanical solution to a
simple balance issue.
Or perhaps the zone chat feature of Elder Scrolls Online?
Can we assume that there’s
some magical method of
long-distance communication
present in the Second Era of
Tamriel that allows a mediocre sorcerer in Valenwood to
communicate with his Khajiit
buddy in Wrothgar? And
that everyone has access to
this magical communication
system?
Now some lorebeards
may shrug their shoulders
and say “well, memospores
are a thing,” and that’s fair.
Although there’s no actual dialogue reference to memospores
being a common method of
communication in Tamriel. So
are zone chat and whispers and
the “/yell” feature lore? I’m
thinking not.
While situations like this are
clear cut-and-dry examples of
mechanics rather than lore,
the issue here is that placing a
hard-and-fast metallic partition between the two is, with
other examples, easier said
than done.
Few will question Bethesda’s right to modify what is
expressed in their games, but
at what point do the changes
or inclusions affect lore, if at
all?
One example is Creeper, the
scamp merchant we first find
in Morrowind, who lounges
in a manor in Caldera, surrounded by Orcs. According
to Mark Nelson, Writer and
quest designer for Morrowind,
Creeper was added as a result
of losing a bet with a friend.

As he said in an interview with in Morrowind actually encourages players to make use of
Polygon:
console commands.
Personally, I’m unmoved by
I had lost a bet to one
this interpretation, and I feel
of my best friends,
to equate CHIM to developer
and I told him I’d put
tools does the metaphysics an
him in the game, and
injustice. Is the idea invalid?
he was a drummer,
No, of course not. The fact of
so I put him in as a
the matter is that CHIM-asscamp merchant.
console is a potential blurring
of the lines between what constitutes game mechanics and
However in Oblivion, Clavicus Vile’s canine counterpart lore.
What about the infamous
Barbas mentions that he “was
“Skyrim Space Program?”
a scamp, making deals with
In Skyrim, there exists an
Orcs,” effectively solidifying
notorious bug (or perhaps
Creeper as a figure in lore
feature, considering it was
rather than as simply a game
never patched out of the game)
mechanic or dev in-joke.
wherein death at the hands
A more mechanics-based
example might be the birthsign of a giant results in the player
character being launched high
mechanic first added in Morrowind as a way to offer extra
into the air, cartwheeling
pros and cons to the capabiliin a stratospheric display of
ties of your character.
strength and grotesquerie. Is
This was furthered in
this an actual thing giants are
Oblivion, which maintained
capable of? Or is the physics
more or less the same indiengine simply reacting in
vidual mechanics in birthsigns strange ways?
To you, dearest reader, I pose
between the two. However
a question of the rhetorical
when we get to Skyrim, the
variety; what is the potenbirthsigns are present, but in
tial result of allowing game
the form of Mundus Stones,
mechanics to inf luence our
removing the permanent
understandings of the lore?
nature of the Aurbic Zodiac
To preface my own musings,
and making it more malleable.
I need to point out the angle
Which one do we accept as
from which I view lore in the
lore, and which one is simple
first place. While many view
game mechanics? Is it both?
The Elder Scrolls as a game
Neither?
Likely the most famous
series first and foremost, I am
mechanics/lore comparison
not among them. Coming from
(and I hate it) is the idea that
a background of literature,
CHIM is a meta reference to
philosophy, and roleplay, I tend
access to the construction set
to lean away from explanations
and console commands, and
of things that create real-world
some would go so far as to
connections (outside of the odd
suggest that Vivec’s dialogue
subtextual meta commentary).
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Ashlander

Art by Arthur-Panshi, DeviantArt

While many may agree that TES
is a game that knows it is a game, I
instead suggest that TES is a text
that knows it is a text. Now when I
say “text” I don’t mean the purely
writing variety. In scholarship surrounding pedagogy (or “educating
youth” for the layperson), we view
a “text” as any object that is “read”
and/or “interpreted.”
Bar graphs are a text, movies
are a text, instructions are a text,
novels are a text, and so on. It is
in this way that I view The Elder
Scrolls - a text to be interpreted.
The former interpretation leads
folks to a more technological hue
in their lore, for example that
TalOS is the operating system
of the Aurbis, that Khajiit are a
form of antivirus, the Dream is a
computer (your computer, specifically), and, as I mentioned above,
CHIM is a 4th wall break that
demonstrates a self-awareness of
this technological foundation.
My interpretation of the lore
is tinted in a much more abstract
way - Vivec knows he is a figment
of imagination, the Dream is a
literal dream, and everything is a
metaphor for some cerebral process rather than a technological
one.
Naturally, given these two
somewhat conflicting ideas, it
becomes understandable that
there’s oftentimes such a fuzzy
line between what constitutes
game mechanics and what constitutes lore.
Ultimately, the takeaway is that
while lore and game mechanics
can influence each other, such as
with Creeper, the two are still separate. But the line between them
is a significant degree more blurry
than we may pretend.

Sotha Sil

Art by lelay, DeviantArt
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On the Fungi
of

Skyrim

Art by LadyBakon, DeviantArt

Hakan Toraldsson
Contributing Writer

R EA D O N L I N E AT
T E L M O R A I N D E PE N D E N T. N E T

xcerpt from
“On the Fungi
of Skyrim,
A Compendium”,
by Hakan Toraldsson

as the fronds enlarge. Full
brightness is achieved at maturity when the cap is about 4
inches across and the tendrils
are approximately 5 inches long.

Glowing Mushroom

The Glowing mushroom is
only naturally found below
ground, typically deep within
caverns. They favour damp habitats with high humidity, and
thrive in low light levels. They
are usually found affixed to
cavern walls, usually in places
where nutrients seep down from
fractures in the rock above. The
stable temperature and humidity
of these subterranean locations
often means that the fungus can
be found with other species of
fungi as well, since the glowing
mushroom occupies a specific
niche in the ecology of such caverns, they are not territorial and
will tolerate the presence of other
fungi.
They do demonstrate an
affinity for magical locations,
and thus it can be assumed
that higher than average background magicka is prefered.

A rather peculiar fungus
endemic to the cave systems of
Skyrim, it interestingly has no
specific name. I encountered
a group of hunters during my
travels through the Pale, who
referred to it as “Falmercap”, but
this seems to be a rarely used name.
Glowing mushrooms are poorly
understood and little studied due
to the hazards of the caves they
grow in, and thus required a lot
of original research on my part.

Physical Description

Glow Tree

Habitat

A luminescent, translucent,
turquoise bracket fungus, exhibiting a small frond that then
grows to tendrils that extend
from the cap margin. Sizes vary
with age, from juveniles less than
half an inch across, with the
oldest specimens spanning up to
7 inches across.
The fruiting body is initially
unlit, but begin to luminesce Biology
With a complex and highly
12 | THE TEL MORA INDEPENDENT PRESS

specialised biology, it is hard to
know where to begin with discussing the Glowing Mushroom.
Interestingly, unlike most
fungi, its fruiting bodies begin
growing almost simultaneously
with the mycelium structure.
Due to the hard rock it typically
lives on, the fine, transparent
mycelia spread out over the surface, sometimes using algaes as
an anchor and nutrient substrate,
in locations closer to surface.
Once the fungus has established that anchor on the rock, it
begins to produce a fruiting body
- this is not initially for reproductive purposes, but instead they
develop a small bean sized mass
in which they store nutrients. As
the fungus grows, the mycelia
usually stop about two feet from
the central growth.
At this point, the fungus starts
developing tendrils from a frond
along its margin. The alchemical
processes within the fungus start
producing light, and the gills
expand to accomodate spore production. The tendrils then begin
to take over from the mycelium
as the main source of water, as
experiments demonstrate that
they begin drawing in water
from the air around them.

FEATURES
The fungus metabolism suddenly ramps up as it enters the
reproductive phase, this occurring approximately 3 months
after the initial spore germinates,
with the fungus luminescence
reaching its peak. Tests indicate
that the fungus rapidly draws
on local magicka in the environment during this phase, and
shortly afterwards the gills open
to reveal their spores.
It was at this point where I considered why precisely the fungus
luminesces, and during a field
trip, I witnessed what I presume
is why - Moths.
During winter months in
Skyrim, the moth population
retreats below ground to lay
their eggs and overwinter, as the
temperature never drops below
freezing. It is at this point where
the moths encounter the luminescent fungi, and when they
come to investigate, trigger the
sensitive tendrils which release
clouds of spores onto the unsuspecting moths, who then go on
to colonise other caverns with
the fungal spores in their hairs.
Falmer and Chaurus also
seem to be potential vectors,
as the spores are very small and
hardy, sticking to most surfaces.
This would explain the prevalence of the glowing mushroom in areas populated by
the Falmer and their livestock.

Alchemical Properties

The fungus is often used to
prepare a tincture to enhance the
skills of blacksmiths, lute players
and has been employed in more
recreational uses - the reason
being is that the fungi have a
cocktail of receptive essences in
the tendrils. In the fungus, these

essences provide the trigger to
release spores when something
brushes against the tendrils. In
most men and mer, these essences
greatly increase the tactile receptiveness of the hands, making it
ideal for delicate work.
Isolating them is quite easy,
but requires a soft touch - the
tendrils must be cut from the
fungus carefully, and left in
strong alcohol to steep. Avoid
heating strongly, as this denatures the essences.
The fungus also demonstrates
interesting regenerative properties - older specimens show
dark patches where they have
been damaged, but have repaired
the surface near perfectly. This
toughening agent is found
throughout the f lesh of the
fungus, but must be extracted
by soaking in icy cold water for
several days. Quicker methods
do exist, but with far lower
yields, as you activate some of
the toughening agent, wasting it.
The extract can be ingested for a
general boost to your resilience,
or applied topically to bruises
and grazes.
It also displays a few other
curious properties: during my
consultations with mages from
the College of Winterhold, one
colleague of mine mentioned
how stable the magickal fields
were near these fungi.
Further
experimentation
revealed that they actually
moderate the tonal environment about them, absorbing
or releasing excess magicka to
ensure a steady background level.
3 weeks of experimentation and further consultation
revealed some strange results - the
fungus does not actually benefit

from this property, but neither
is it disadvantaged. A series of
internal alchemical mechanisms
within the glowing mushroom’s
metabolism allow for it to act
as a capacitor, eliminating local
spikes of magicka - isolating this
specific essence renders one partially resistant to shock based
magics, protecting the user’s natural magicka reserves.
Another component of this
strange biological mechanism
is an agent which focuses the
magicka - normally this magicka
f low is dumped into the fungi’s
luminescence, but Mages specialising in destruction magics,
which normally require a high
throughput of magicka, can utilize this alchemical agent to stabilise the f low, reducing losses
and improving their control.
So strange was this mechanism that I actually found
myself writing to Calcelmo,
the foremost expert on the
Dwemer in Skyrim. The running hypothesis we developed,
though unconfirmed, is that the
ancient Dwemer modified the
existing fungus in order to calm
the tonal disturbances in Blackreach, where the Dwemer were
extracting some mineral called
Aetherium.
Calcelmo told me that Aetherium is harmonically volatile,
and up until now, he had no idea
how the Dwemer had managed
an extraction operation as large
as Blackreach without risking
the catastrophic consequences of
the Aetherium’s volatility.
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Studies of the church

of the starlit path, Part I
Sergius Leviticus
Contributing Writer

The congregation repeated the
Breton’s words.
“Praise be unto Magnus, who
gave us the light of magic and the
greatest star that lights our Path.”
Once again, his words were
repeated.
“Praise be unto Nocturnal, whose
scolding and praise make us stronger
as we journey this strange path.”
Again, he was repeated.
“Praise be unto Azura, who at
dusk and dawn gives us the secrets
that we need to walk this strange
way.”
For the final time, he was repeated.
“I am Takar, Priest of the Starlit
Path,” he said, “and it seems we have
a new visitor tonight,” he pointed to
me. “Stand up friend; let us know
your name.”
“I am Pelinial Iron-Hands,” I
replied, lying about my identity.
“A Cyro-Nord, eh? Interesting.
Tell me, do you seek to follow the
path, or simply learn of who we
are?”
“I don’t know yet. Tell me, are you
in charge?”
“There are no leaders here except
for the gods we serve. I am a teacher
”Welcome, Followers of the Starlit and a healer, but still a Follower of
Path. Praise be unto Shezzar, whose the Starlit Path, like everyone else.”
“Well, I suppose I’ll stick around,
name is Freedom and who set us on
learn who you are. Think about folthe Path.”
lowing your path.”

eport Intended for
Commander Maro
of the Penitus
Oculatus.
Two Notes from the
Author: These reports
are considered top secret
and unless they have
been declassified, reading
passed this point without
proper clearance is a
crime against the Empire.
This is the first part of
a series of reports documenting my infiltration
of the sect known as the
“Church of the Starlit
Path” for the Penitus
Oculatus. This rather
curious group, which
formed shortly after the
White-Gold Concordat,
seemed to you to warrant
investigation.
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R EA D O N L I N E AT
T E L M O R A I N D E PE N D E N T. N E T

“This is fine. We allow all who seek
to learn here. Speaking of which,
tonight’s sermon is on Shezzar and
the Path itself. As I said at the beginning, Shezzar’s name is Freedom.
But what does that mean? At the
beginning, Shezzar saw the Aurbis
and saw a prison. He came to the
other spirits and talked to them of
being parents, because he wished for
a world where his children could be
free. As the world was on the verge
of being finished, he gathered three
spirits who did not want to sacrifice parts of themselves to make the
world, Magnus the Architect, Azura
the Prophetess, and Nocturnal the
Lucky. He said to them, ‘I know you
do not wish to make sacrifices for
the new world, but I fear I shall soon
be betrayed and sundered by spirits
who do not understand the purpose
of the Undertaking. I shall give birth
to my son who is also me, but I fear
that even as I am reborn in many
forms, divine and mortal, I shall
not be able to guide my mortal children on the Starlit Path to freedom.
Please, will you help guide them?’
The three then agreed to aid him in
this task. Magnus came up with a
plan, ‘I shall make the sun and guide
them in the day. I shall ask others to
make the stars to guide them in the
night. Nocturnal and Azura, as your
domains are night and twilight, you

can do the same.’ They agreed to
Magnus’s plan. Shezzar’s prediction
came to pass and he was split into
three pieces, which are now called
Masser, Secunda, and the Heart of
Lorkhan. The moons watch over
the world, while his heart provides it
with its spark. Through this spark,
Shezzar has appeared to us. Just
as he said, he gave birth to his son
Shor, who was also him. When Shor
died, Shezzar gave power unto many
born mortal in order to guide us,
freeing the innocent from tyranny.
It was great Hjalti who walked the
Starlit Path and became like Shezzar,
who became Talos. Give praise unto
Talos, for Talos is Shezzar’s greatest
champion. If Hjalti could walk the
Starlit Path, then so can we.”
“Amen!” yelled the congregants.
“Let us feast now. The Follower
called Marcus has given us a great
bounty of game for tonight.” The
congregants cheered at the priest’s
words.
Commentaries on Report One:
So far, the sect does not seem
dangerous. While Talos worship
is technically outlawed, that is the
business of the Thalmor, not the
Oculatus. Their faith clearly shows
Alessian influence, although I also
seem to sense some sort of Dunmer
influence as well. I shall continue
watching them until you see fit to
close the case. I eagerly await your
response, Commander Maro.
Inspector Martin Dugal, ending
report.

Queen of the Night Sky

Art by Machoniola, DeviantArt

On the
Multiplicity of
the Dibellan Arts
Slovakiin
Contributing Writer

Marion Denelle, Spokeswoman of the
House of Dibella

he phrase
‘Dibellan Arts’
had always been
met with somewhat dramatic reactions. There
are usually two extremes
- either they are eagerly
accepted by shameless
hedonists who want their
improper way of life
viewed as pious, or on
the other side, the overly
temperate zealots who
consider the Arts’ existence as an affront to the
Divine Dibella, or even
doubt Dibella’s divinity
altogether.

R EA D O N L I N E AT
T E L M O R A I N D E PE N D E N T. N E T
Oblivion Dibella WIP

Art by ThatFalseHat, DeviantArt

EDITORIAL
Unfortunately, there are too few
people who just see the existence
of Dibellan Arts as something that
simply is, something that is necessary, and something that is not to
be exploited.
The Arts are not unlike any
other work performed on behalf
of the Divines - be it a militant
service to Stendarr’s Vigil, or preparing bodies of the deceased for
Arkay’s burial - holy and virtuous.
But ultimately, the most
important thing to know about
the Dibellan Arts is what’s
apparent in the name, and that is
their multiplicity. The one thing
most people usually associate with
the Dibellan Arts is the somewhat
hedonistic enjoyment of life’s
pleasures, namely the sexual ones.
This is what they are the most
criticized and the most praised for
by the general public. It is, however, only a small part of what the
Arts offer, with the rest usually
being ignored, which is sad. I will
attempt to clear all these misconceptions, and broaden the reader’s
understanding of Dibella and her
cult in the process.

Belly Magic
Starting with the root of the
problem - this Dibellan Art is the
art of sexual pleasure. Its origins
are with the Nedic tribes of Cyrodiil and beyond, whose devotion
of Dibella was deeply ingrained
in their overall religious practice.
However, contrary to popular
belief, the so-called belly magic,
or ‘Diblashuut’, had almost
never taken the form of sacred
prostitution.
Ordained priestesses of Dibella
did not provide sexual services to
believers seeking enlightenment,

for payment or otherwise. The
role of the priest or priestess was
instruction. It was tradition that
young couples would seek out a
cult of Dibella, usually soon after
their marriage rite with Mara, as
this would be proper, but marriage was not a requirement.
There, they would be taught
how to properly take care of
each other’s needs, by the priests
and priestesses of Dibella. These
sacred techniques, accessible to the
public in this way, were developed
by countless generations of priests’
direct inspiration by Dibella.
This practice continues to this
day, although the prevalence of
more temperate minded Divines,
namely Akatosh, Stendarr and
Mara, had cast a certain taboo on
seeking out this help. As a result,
many of the sacred techniques of
the flesh, which the priesthood of
Dibella kept, were lost.
Seekers of instruction often
resort to visiting the cult individually as opposed to with partner,
for the fear and shame of having to
engage in sex together, in front of
the priests, and simply seek only
theoretical instruction instead,
which is not as effective.
And this brought further doubt
to the practice, as to an outside
observer, it looks like the instruction seekers are simply customers
of a brothel that masquerades as
a temple. But as explained, this is
simply wrong, and it is sad that
this happens.
One notable exception was a certain tribe of Nedes that made their
home beyond the Velothi Mountains, in the early First Era. This
tribe, whose existence had been
documented by both Cyrodiilic
and Dunmer literature, worshiped
Dibella as the wife of Magnar, a

Nedic sun god. Her symbol was a
rising sun, painted red.
Since human existence in such
an elf-dominated land was quite
hazardous, their cult of Dibella
started offering sexual services in
exchange for money, food and
weapons for their tribe. This way
of life sustained them for at least
a few centuries, until the newly
turned Dunmer race drove them
out of Morrowind.
In Chimer language, this cult
of Dibella was referred to as the
‘Red Wives of Dagon’, due to misattribution of their symbol of the
red rising sun with the symbol of
Mehrunes Dagon. The ancient
Chimer had no concept of Dibella
or Magnus in their faith, and
therefore, in their ignorance, connected the symbolism to a deity
they did know, Mehrunes Dagon.
Besides this one instance of sacred
prostitution in the cult of Dibella,
we know of no other in recorded
history.
It is relatively common to
encounter people claiming to
practice Dibellan Arts by engaging
in sexual relations with many
other people (often strangers) and
sometimes for pay. While this is
not against Dibella’s teachings, it
is important to note that these are
not ordained priests of Dibella,
but lay practitioners. Another
aspect of this is, that while Dibella
encourages to find sexual pleasure,
it should never be to the detriment of other people’s pleasure.
This manifests in two rules - never
break apart existing relationships
with infidelity (unless the partner
allows this), and always seek consent for the actions you do upon
your partner (if you like inflicting
pain, your partner should like
receiving it).
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Sybilline Augury

required to stand by their sacred
oath for the rest of their lives.
This form of augury is not
unlike the practice of the Moth
Priests, who sacrifice their vision
and sanity to view divine truths
directly. It is no mere coincidence
that the Nordic aspect of Dibella
was a Moth Totem, and the cult
of the Ancestor Moths focuses on
ancestry and prophecy. Dibella is

This is a Dibellan Art most
shrouded in mystery. The inner
circles of Dibellan cults guard the
secrets of the rites surrounding
their Sybils.
The wider, lower rank priesthood of Dibella, myself included,
does not know the details either.
For the purposes of the
document, however, Sybil
Ena of Anvil agreed to share
some concepts behind the
rites of the Dibellan Sybils:
A Sybil is always revealed
as a child. When the old Sybil
of a temple is approaching
death, she or a priestess close
to her will receive a vision
showing her the next Sybil.
Unfortunately, this does
not go well with many
people who criticize the
Dibellan faith. They see a
little girl inducted to a cult
led by women whose work
includes sexual advice, and
naturally assume that something foul is taking place.
But the opposite is the truth.
You see, a Sybil is always a
kind of priestess known as a
‘vestal’.
Vestals are sworn virgins
their entire life. The Exalted Dibella, The Empress
Protocol of Dibellan Sybil is Art courtesy of AredheelMaha, DeviantArt
a rite when a Sybil takes this oath. the agent of new love and new life.
To swear off the pleasures of the All that is born comes from the
flesh, Dibella herself considers the love she provides. Past generations
greatest sacrifice that can ever be and future generations are congiven. In return for this sacrifice, nected by an unbroken silk thread,
a Sybil receives visions from the which is Dibella herself.
Goddess, intended to lead the particular temple or cult in the right Breathless Embrace
direction.
Dibella’s particular affection
Sybils are divinely chosen
for their innate strength of will for women is highlighted in this
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Art. The Goddess witnesses all
instances of domestic abuse, in
which the wives are usually on the
suffering end.
To combat this injustice, she
inducted her cults into the practice of Breathless Embrace - a set
of graceful, but fast and powerful
motions intended for self defense.
Yes. This is a martial art.
Women in these unfortunate situations kept seeking
the help of the cults of
Dibella. Sometimes, they
simply hoped to be safe
from their husbands, but
some hoped to turn them
into good men again.
Other institutions would
consider this a monumental task, a systemic
problem which cannot be
ended by only the prayers
of a few despairing women,
but Dibella would never
abandon them. Even if their
love was aimed at undeserving men.
Through the instructors
in the Dibellan priesthood,
suffering women learned
to protect themselves. Men
used simple brute strength
to overcome women, so
women had to learn how to
be fast, precise and effective.
The essence of Breathless
Embrace is to knock the opponent out before they gain enough
momentum to overpower you.
Whether the women who learn
this Art manage to rekindle their
husbands’ love for them or not,
varies case by case. Breathless
Embrace is the last resort in marriage counseling.
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Most of such violent men tend
to want to end their marriage if
the wife starts overpowering them
regularly, and this is probably the
best case for the wife as well. But
some men really do change for the
better, and start thinking of their
wife as their equal, and love her as
themselves. Dibella forgives such
men. It is never too late to turn a
new leaf.

Creation of Beauty
The most common expression
of one’s devotion to Dibella is
to create something beautiful.
Painting an artwork, composing
or performing music, or even
cooking delicious food, anything
original that we mortals would
enjoy, the Goddess enjoys. Certain
Dibellan cults focus entirely on
artistic expression.
They maintain schools of art
and offer lessons there, they organize festivals where people may
buy or sell their art pieces, they
teach local craftsmen how to make
their designs visually appealing
in addition to functional, and
many other applications of art
and beauty in public life. There
are certain advanced techniques in
each art form, which the Dibellan
priesthood focuses on teaching.
One notable art form favoured
by the priesthood - namely priestesses - is make-up. They can create
it, choose the appropriate one for
each person, apply it, and teach
how to do it all to those seeking
help, mostly women. Male priests
usually focus on tattoos instead.
The most important thing
about these Dibellan Arts is to
have the right reason to perform
them. Ultimately, it should be
love.

Love is the desire to make
someone happy, and this is what
artists should aim for.
Whether they do it for the
amusement of the general public,
or for their own enjoyment of the
work, does not matter. Self love is
still love, and Dibella approves of
it. What matters, however, is that
art should never be just a means of
accumulating wealth. Selling your
creation to pay the bills is fine, as
long as there is enjoyment in the
process. Sometimes, accomplished
artists grow too prideful of their
own skill, and begin to see their
innate talent as only a way to climb
the social ladder, towards greater
gains. To reach this point is to lose
Dibella’s favour.
The culmination of this
Dibellan Art was the creation of
the Brush of Truepaint, one of her
artifacts. A champion of Dibella
wielding this instrument can bring
their art to reality. Many devotees
dream of receiving the Brush from
the Goddess, and some of them
have their prayers answered, if
only for a time.
How exactly it works, only
Dibella knows. But every time it
surfaces, something incredible is
created.

Charming Rhetoric
There is great beauty in words.
Written, spoken, sung, they can all
bring pleasure or ruin if used well.
Priests of any god would do well
to learn how to use words to the
best of their ability, but Dibella
also instructs hers to teach a certain kind of rhetoric to all seekers
of love that find their way to her
temple.
One of the most common causes
of unhappiness, especially among

young people, is unrequited love.
Either a person is outright
rejected by the subject of their
affection, or they simply cannot
find the courage to go speak to
them in a seductive manner. And
this is when this Dibellan Art
comes in.
Priests of Dibella will teach
Charming Rhetoric to these
yearning souls.
They will learn what to say or
write, in what manner and in what
situation, in order to win the heart
of their loved one. If this does
not work anyway, it was probably
never meant to be. Dibella will
find love wherever it is possible to
find it, but there are limits.
Sometimes, your loved one
already loves someone else, with
the same kind of love as yours. Why
should your love take precedent?
No. Never break apart relationships, unless they are harmful or
toxic (as described under ‘Breathless Embrace’, for instance). This
is where Dibella will draw the line.
I hope this document broadened your conception of Dibella,
her cults, her Arts, and that you
will now see them in a better light.
It is never too late to find a way
into Dibella’s warm embrace, and
if reading this inspired you to do
so, do not hesitate, and seek her
out.
Your local Dibellan cult can
likely induct you into an Art of
your choice, and if not, they will
know where to send you.
May Her Love lead you to find
Beauty in your Life.
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The Tel Mora Independent Press:

Interview with
Lawrence Schick
Andrew Watson
Editor-in-chief

LaJaveyon Saunders
Extra questions

ecently, we had
the marvelous
pleasure of sitting down with Lawrence
Schick, former Loremaster
of Zenimax Online Studios. In this interview, we
peer into the depths of
Schick’s psyche, and hear
what he has to say about
his own experiences with
The Elder Scrolls both
before and after his tenure
as Loremaster.
Andrew: Thank you so much

Some questions and
answers have been
truncated for inclusion in
this issue.
R EA D T H E F ULL
I N T E RV I E W O N L I N E AT
T E L M O R A I N D E PE N D E N T. N E T
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for taking the time to chat with us!
So jumping right in, what was your
entry into games and fiction? Have
you always been interested in them?
Lawrence: Stories and games
were my things as far back as I
can remember, and I have my late
father to thank most for both of
those: though he came from a working-class family in the Bronx, he was
a huge reader, had been a fan of the
hero and SF pulps as a youth, and
when those stories starting getting
widely reprinted in paperbacks in
the sixties he would buy them and
pass them on to me when he was
done with them. And he loved card Snap
by Azany, DeviantArt
and board games, andArtintroduced
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me to wargames when he brought
home Avalon Hill’s first version of
Gettysburg in 1964. When tabletop
role-playing games came along
a little over ten years later, they
combined all my interests in one
package.

AW: You’ve got ties to some RPG

classics like Dungeons and Dragons,
tell us a little about that.
LS: I was an early adopter of
D&D, playing and co-running a
campaign in Ohio with my friend
Tom Moldvay from 1975 on. In
1978 I answered an ad from D&D’s
publisher, TSR, who were looking
for a game designer, I got hired and
went to work for Gary Gygax in
Wisconsin.

AW: Moving into The Elder Scrolls,
what was your first introduction to
the series?
LS: I kind of backed into it because
I was the guy who got Ken Rolston,
who was an old friend from tabletop
RPG design, into working for video
games in the early ‘90s. He went on
to become lead designer on Morrowind, of course, but I didn’t really
play it when it first came out because
I was briefly distracted from video
games by domestic matters—though
my eldest son played Morrowind to
death, so I heard all about it from
him. I played Oblivion when it hit
the Xbox, and then went back and
experienced Morrowind.

find myself working on lore-heavy
content that required doing research
to get it right. Then our original
Lead Writer left for family reasons,
and as the most “writerly” of Content Leads I took over the position,
which since it involved clearing
all our main story matters with
Bethesda Game Studios meant I had
to immerse myself in Elder Scrolls
lore, both past and future (BGS was
working on Skyrim at the time).
When a new Creative Director
decided he wanted somebody he
knew and trusted for his Lead
Writer, making me the Loremaster
just acknowledged what I was
already doing.

AW: Do you have a favorite subject

AW: Some of the early ESO lore

in the lore? If so, what is it?
LS: My favorite thing about Elder
AW: Given your persona as LawScrolls
lore is the rule, which was
rence Ellsworth and your contrioriginally tacit but became explicit
butions to Dumas scholarship, are
there other sources you draw inspira- as the series progressed, that lore
is delivered only through in-world
tion from when writing?
sources such as characters, books,
LS: Yeah, I have way too many
and journals. Every tidbit of backinterests, I’d probably have been
ground comes wrapped in the
better off from a career standpoint
agenda of the person who’s conin focusing on one or two things
veying it to you, and I think that’s
instead of a dozen. SF, fantasy,
wonderful for a number of reasons.
history, mysteries, movies, music,
I love the practice that all lore is
live-action role-playing games,
derived from culture, and there is
science, mythology, and of course
no way to determine objective truth.
computer and video games all draw In fact, in a world ruled by mythic
my attention. For the last few years, gods in which history is actually
since I became a full-time single
malleable, it’s reasonable to say that
parent of my teenagers, it’s settled
objective truth doesn’t even exist.
down into writing/designing/managing video games as a day job, and
AW: What was your experience like
writing/editing/translating historical fiction on evenings and weekin the transition to becoming the
ends. I’m currently mid-way through Loremaster?
creating new, contemporary transLS: It happened pretty organilations of all of Alexandre Dumas’s
cally: at first I was a Lead Content
Musketeers novels, a project that will Designer, leading a zone develeventually fill eight volumes.
opment team, and I happened to

development is often criticized for
being unfriendly to established lore,
however most of this was prior to
your addition to the team. Was it difficult to try and reconcile potential
inaccuracies with existing information? How involved was the process,
and what did it demand of you? Was
it all a simple transcription error?
LS: Ah, “transcription error,” one of
my more felicitous contributions to
Elder Scrolls nomenclature! Listen,
when ESO launched in 2014 it was
a gigantic game, with content areas
set in nearly every region of Tamriel,
and most of that had been built in
just the previous 24 months by five
content teams working simultaneously at a breakneck pace. By the
time the game launched, everything
had been reviewed by somebody,
but no one person had reviewed
everything—I was probably as close
to that ideal as anyone, but still there
were a number of quests I simply
hadn’t had time to play through
before they went live. (Keep in mind
that I was simultaneously working
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Mythopoetic
Enchantments

on future content and was already
deep into Craglorn and Orsinium.)
So a few things slipped through,
like the ruins in Auridon that were
attributed to Ayleids where they
should have been Ancient Aldmeri.
Fortunately, most of these mistakes
were just slipups in terminology, and
because ESO is a live game we were
able to change them later. (Some
never even got noticed!)

to recognize the genius of my brilliant ideas—the blind, mad fools! To
give just one example, clearly Abnur
Tharn will, by virtue of two centuries’ close contact with the Amulet
of Kings, become mystically warped
into that mad creature known to
later history as Zurin Arctus. It’s
obvious! But NOOOOOOOO.

AW: How was the atmosphere and

environment at Zenimax Online
AW: Elder Scrolls Online is very
Studios? Were you ever scared that
unique in regards to the modern
Todd Howard would walk in one
TES games, as it contains multiple
day and stare at your screen from
references to the older 90s games like over your shoulder menacingly?
Arena and Daggerfall, and it’s nice
LS: Nah, it was cool, we had a good,
to see those remembered. As Loresolid, professional relationship with
master, was it your idea to include
the folks at BGS. Believe me, there
more callbacks and expansion on
are far more difficult I.P. owners to
earlier lore? And if so, why was that? work with than Todd, Bruce, Kurt,
LS: We did that because we the
Emil, and so on.
game was so gigantic, we decided
to mine every possible source of
AW: During your tenure, how
pre-existing lore just so we would
important was community interprehave names for everything. It seemed
tation to your additions to the lore?
to us it would be more coherent if
Is fan work a common topic of conwe looped in terms from TES 1 and
versation around the water cooler, so
2 than if we just made up everything
to speak?
on the fly. A lot of place names from
LS: Well, we were aware that we
Arena sounded like they’d been
were
working with a beloved intelinvented by real-estate developers,
which was a little embarrassing, so in lectual property that had been
created over a period of years by (in
those cases we just assumed they’d
been “Imperialized” by later cartog- part) a feedback loop between develraphers and devised more culturally opers and players, so we thought
about that a lot. Also, keep in mind
appropriate analogs, like Gil-Varthat ZOS was mostly staffed by
Delle for Gilverdale.
experienced online multiplayer game
devs who were familiar and comfortAW: Was there ever a time during
able with online gaming communithe development of ESO that you
ties, so the passionate involvement of
came up with a brilliant idea but
Elder Scrolls fans with the material
weren’t allowed to implement it? I’m came as a surprise to exactly no one.
sure the community would love to
We knew what we were getting into
hear it!
(mostly).
LS: Constantly! Lesser mortals
AW: In recent years, there’s been
continually thwarted me by refusing some discussion on the casualization
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of games, especially in The Elder
Scrolls. Do you think this has
crossed into the lore at all? What
does that look like?
LS: If I understand what’s meant
by “casualization,” I think that’s
an inevitable result of popularity,
because not everyone cares about the
same things, and every player should
be allowed to care about what they
care about—or don’t. People who
aren’t interested in reading lore
books or journals (and there are a
lot of them) should still get the sense
that they are immersed in a coherent
world of deep and rich overlapping
cultures even if they never crack
open a Crafting Motif tome. You
have to find ways of conveying
society and culture by osmosis, and
that may result in what some might
call “casualization.”

AW: Since you’ve departed Zen-

imax Online Studios, Leamon
Tuttle has stepped into the role of
Loremaster, and deservedly so. Was
there any sort of process leading
up to the proverbial passing of the
baton? How did you help prepare
Tuttle for the exchange?
LS: Leamon got the job because he
cared deeply about getting it right,
and he was good at it. He prepared
himself for it by the way he did his
design work, and the rest of the team
noticed it.

AW: Some developers have men-

tioned in the past that much of
the lore being added to the series
these days isn’t “new lore” per se,
but building on existing pieces of
an already mostly-constructed universe. What thoughts do you have
on the difficulties of balancing fan
expectations, personal interests, and
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faithfulness to existing material,
both practically and creatively?
LS: That’s a perceptive insight,
because that was exactly our
approach. Keep in mind that the
Elder Scrolls “belongs” to Bethesda
Game Studios, and ZOS only gets
to borrow it. So the ZOS approach
to Elder Scrolls lore had to be to
regard it as a gigantic but incomplete
mosaic from which many, maybe
even most pieces were missing, but
there were enough so you could
dimly perceive the full image, and
then “discover” lost pieces that filled
in the picture

AW: TES stands unique among

fantasy franchises in being the sort
of mythos where fans can fill in the
gaps and further flesh out the world
themselves, in addition to the main
canon. How do you feel about that?
LS: The players’ involvement in the

world of Elder Scrolls is something I
feel so strongly about that I believe I
could talk about it for several hours
without pause and without ever
repeating myself, touching on how
the Arthurian tales of “The Matter
of Britain” were used by generations
of authors in various regions of
Europe to tell and retell stories using
the same characters through different lenses of time and culture, the
birth of fandom by Sherlock Holmes
enthusiasts and their invention of
continuity, the “open source” nature
of Lovecraft’s Cthulhu Mythos and
its canonization of inconsistency,
Robin Hood’s Merrie Men as a
precursor and model for Tolkien’s
Fellowship that begat D&D’s character classes that begat the MMO
“trinity,” the internet as an exteriorization of the connections forged
by science fiction fandom, and the
primal importance of Star Trek
fanfic in legitimizing the feedback

loop between creator and audience and blurring the distinction
between the two. But I digress.

AW: What lies in the future for you?

Any projects you’re working on that
you’re allowed to share with us?
LS: I am plunging recklessly
onward! I’m world-designing for
an unannounced mobile game for
WarDucks in Dublin, Ireland, I
need to finish the Dumas project,
and then I think it may be time for a
new take on Malory that reflects the
vast amount of Arthurian scholarship that’s been done since the discovery of the Winchester manuscript
in the 1930s. There’s juicy stuff in
there, I’m telling you right now.
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The Death
of Indoril
Nerevar
Part 2
Lorius Petrellan
Contributing Writer

Upon further examination, it
is evident that many of the facts
and story beats presented within
this story are, as accepted Morrowind history goes, incorrect.
While Indoril Nerevar’s death
is shrouded in mystery, there are
other points of contention that
the author has clearly ignored or
dramatized. For example, Voryn
Dagoth should not be known as
Dagoth Ur at the time the story
takes place, nor should he (most
likely) have his signature golden
mask (nor was it, as far as is
known, broken at any time).
It remains to be seen if these
changes are deliberate in order
to appeal to the average reader
or if this particular Dissident
Priest was not as well-learned in
the lore of his people as he or she
believed. Fellow scholars have
also pointed to these inconsistencies potentially being the result of
a Dragon Break, but others balk
at this possibility as it explains
everything “too easily.”
— Lorius Petrellian,
Imperial Archivist
of Morrowind Lore

o!” Croaked
Nerevar, spreading
his arms in front
of him in defense, still
wielding his axe. “You can’t
do this!”
Nerevar
Art courtesy of Sunnysa, DeviantArt
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Vivec’s face was barren of emotion, his shining golden skin lined
with the rewards of past struggles.
“It is for the good of Resdayn and
it’s people. You know this as well as
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I do, Moon-and-Star.” he closed his eyes in solidarity.
“The commoners need the strongest of our kind to
lead them. Only the Triune can be such rulers. The
time of the Daedra lords is over.”
Nerevar’s vision swam before him, the unbelievable
sight of MUATRA threatening him, Vivec being the
one to hold it. “The people need their Hortator and
Councillor - I am the one the Chimer have rallied
behind time after time!” Indoril’s voice cracked.
Vivec, his eyes still closed, shook his head and took
another blind step forward.
“Indoril, you are ignorant of the truth. The power
that lies in the Heart of Lorkhan must remain under
Tribunal control. To have another that the people see
as a true leader such as yourself may…” Vivec paused
in his advance, his eyes still shut firmly closed. “Complicate things.” Another pause. The only movement
in the entirety of the Heart Chamber was the slow
churning of the lava deep below.
“You say,” Nerevar began through gritted teeth, his
head bowed, eyes closed just as Vivec’s were, “that it is
the entirety of the Tribunal that must rule Resdayn.
Then that means that she -”
Vivec’s eyes flashed open and widened in surprise.
He shook himself to gather his bearings and, with a
dead smile, said, “It is not often one catches a god as
out-of-sorts as you have, Hortator.”
Nerevar’s eyes opened, meeting the Warrior Poet’s,
beloved hero of the Velothi people. Indoril could not
help but give a sharp, barking laugh. “My own wife,
then? Almalexia herself has agreed to my sentencing?
It is true, what they say, then - “AYEM AE SEHTI AE
VEHK!”” The heat was truly oppressive now. Nerevar
felt half-crazed as rivers of sweat poured from his face.
But he realized amidst his laughter that it was not just
sweat, but tears mingled with them down the lines of
his face.
Vivec, for what must have been the first time, felt
truly sorry at the current circumstances, or at least in
his infinite cleverness managed to make it appear so,
his face creased with sadness. “You were, truly, the best
of the people of Resdayn. But, unfortunately, it is not
the people that should rule. Nor the Daedra Azura.”
MUATRA moved closer to Nerevar but Vivec’s body
did not follow it. “Her reign shall end with yours.”
Indoril followed suit, taking a wary step back,
nearing the edge of the lava pit. All Nerevar could
register was the heat, overwhelming him. His laugh

had died some time ago in his throat, but he knew not
when.
The Poet’s eyes closed slowly again, the grip on his
spear tightening, the leather creaking under his long,
powerful fingers. He breathed deep, holding it in
moment after moment, almost as if this was the Poet’s
own form of self-punishment.
It happened in the span of a sharp intake of breath.
MUATRA flashed forward, bursting through Nerevar’s intricately carved and enchanted bonemold armor
like netch skin.
The first thing to fall was Nerevar’s axe, meeting the
floor with a harsh clang.
Indoril Nerevar made no sound as he died. He hung,
limply, from the end of Vivec’s great spear, his head
slumped backwards as in a shout to the sky it could not
see. “The ending of the words,” murmured Vivec, eyes
shut piously closed, “is ALMSIVI.”

Foul Murder
Art by Erika-Xero, DeviantArt
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A Tally of Voidborn Lieges
for the Clever Worm
TheCaptainCarrot
Contributing Writer

n First Seed 4E23,
Wayrest merchant
vessel The Eadwyre was lost somewhere
in the Sea of Pearls while
en route to Firsthold. The
entire crew of some 40
souls was declared lost to
pirates or storms or worse
and chalked up to the regular costs of operating a
maritime trade route.
However, two years later in Frostfall 4E25, The Eadwyre slowly drifted
near the Stros M’Kai port, badly
listing with its rigging in tatters and
barnacles infesting its rotting hull. Of
the original crew, only one survivor
was aboard, wild eyed and gibbering,
wearing nothing but the rags of his
sailor’s uniform.
The sailor was quickly brought to
the Temple of Arkay for treatment of
his wounds. Besides being badly malnourished the sailor had clearly lost
his mind, babbling incoherently while
fading in and out of consciousness.
More strangely a large crystal seemingly made of salt and perhaps the
size of a child’s closed fist was found
embedded deeply into the man’s
throat. When the crystal was touched,
the sailor would go stiff as a board, his
eyes rolling back in his head. Eventually, the man would speak, though not
in his own voice. A grating and raspy
voice would recite the following words
through the sailor’s lips, as transcribed
by the attendant Priest of Arkay.

“Greetings aspirant. This one is
known as K’Arot and praises your
foresight in seeking the wisdom of
such a potent and affluent Sload. This
one is sure that you will commit this
vital knowledge to memory for to do
otherwise is to invite ignorance and
inadequate preparation upon yourself.
In days past Sload would commune
directly with the voidborne princes
from atop the blessed Pillar of Thras.
However, those days are gone with
the coming of the Tamrielic fury
and the pillar’s destruction. Further
lamentations must be made for the
poorly planned and disastrously executed attempt by the hasty D’gon to
strike at the heart of the Mortal Plane
which resulted in the further separation between realms. It is therefore
imperative that the vast expenditures
needed to reach out to our Obliviant
Patrons be made with careful consideration and calculation so as to reap
the most desirable benefits for the least
cost. This memory-slave will serve as a
guide to the mercenary princes of profanity and the best communing choice
for every eventuality.
P’Ryte, Leviathan of Planned
Plagues: P’Ryte is master of contagion
and lord of counts, paragon of things
that Sload idealize. With its blessing
does the Menagerie of Sublime Infection continue to produce the most
virulently pleasing diseases that are
spread to the Tamrielic coasts, and it
is with its judgement that the plans
of Sloadkind may be executed when
the situation favors. Truly the visage
of a great leviathan is appropriate for
so glorious a Prince, and a discerning
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worm would do well to assuage and
appease it.
K’Vicus Vile, Shrewd Eel God of
Mercantilism: Bloated with wealth
must be the worm who deals with
K’Vicus. Its boons are not for polwygles and their ilk. The toll it extracts
may be hidden at first glance, and it
is an inadequate worm who binds
itself into a disadvantageous contract.
Its spheres also include the fooling of
Tamrielics with displays of parodied
emotion, and is a most useful patron
to have.
R’maeus Mora, Bloated Prince of
Craft: Keeper of the arts and crafts
that elevate Sload above the Tamrielic
animals. Corpse Speaking, Plague
Spinning, Salt Singing, all are crafts
that were housed first from the black
libraries of R’Maeus before being discovered by the Sload. Mere souls and
glinting valuables hold no sway over
the Bloat Prince, craftswormship and
skill must be given in trade instead.
R’Cine, The Gnashing Depths: A
violent and imprecise thing, but useful
in its own way. Be wary, for even the
most far seeing plan can be broken by
the violence of the Biter in the Dark.
M’Lag Bal, The Ruddy Worm:
Once the Pillar of Thras reached
across the void to scrape against the
walls of Coldharbor, and wondrous
were those days for Thras. Now, the
jealous Bal has retreated from the
Sload, though it can still be reached
through the fornicant violation of
blood and flesh slaves. Once primary
patron of the pitiable Dreugh before
we cast them from their watery halls
and claimed the oceans and their God
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for our more worthy selves.
N’Mira, Bountiful Lord of Putrefying Plenty: Important God of the
Harvest, for it provides Sload with the
delicious liquified viscera that we consume. N’Mira ensures that the flesh
tides are plentiful and that the slave
pens of Thras are rarely empty.
B’Ethah, Covetous Parasite: A
blasphemy to Sload if a useful one,
for to seek B’Ethah’s patronage is to
admit that the Sload are not masters
of themselves and their domain. Still,
if one is but a vile and pitiful grub
without consequence or influence
then perhaps B’Ethah can be a useful
ally. However, B’Ethah’s blade cuts in
both directions, and one can as easily
find itself the overthrown rather than
the rebel.
Sh’Gorath, The Insane Storm: Be
wary to disguise your plans from the
Storm of Sh’Gorath, for it delights in
nothing more than dashing even the
most carefully laid plans against the
reefs of chance. Easily appeased by the
offering of living slaves driven to madness by lash and magic, but fickle and
temperamental.
M’Ridia, Empty Prince of Jealous
Beggars: An enemy of Sload and
jealous coveter of their craftswormship. The cast off shell of a moulted
idea. Weak willed, lamentable, best
forgotten and buried.
Other Entities may exist in the chaotic creatia beyond the sky but they are
ill worth dealing with for their spheres
have little value to the discerning
Sload.”
After saying these chilling words,
the man would unfreeze and return

to his wailing and thrashing with his
own voice returned. After 3 days of
madness, the sailor finally and mercifully succumbed to death, seemingly
as his body desiccated from the inside
out. May Arkay shepherd his soul to
safer shores.
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Tale of the Devious Trader
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Queen Barenziah
welcome you, dear readers, to Tea Time with Master Neloth. In this short series
of interviews, I hope to pry into the deepest secrets of my various, most interesting guests through a medium dear to myself and, I’m sure, all Dunmer - the
spectacular variety of brewed drinks that originate from our home. Each tea, I hope, will
be catered to each guest - to encourage the level of comfort (or, perhaps, provoke the level
of discomfort) necessary to keep the flow of secrets laminar and flavourful. I hope you
enjoy this and our future issues!
Today, we will be investigating the life and
times of our dearest Queen Mother Barenziah.
While it is that she is now a most prolific and
regal figure, she is one of humble beginnings to this end, today’s tea shall be a brew mostly
consisting of Corkbulb Root, with a touch of
Meadow Rye. Corkbulb is a common ingredient
that grows in the drier regions, and produces
a most invigorating brew which loosens the
muscles and improves one’s constitution.
Corkbulb tea is common all among the lower
and middle classes of Morrowind - Meadow
Rye, meanwhile, is a grain that grows best in
the plains and lowlands, and thus sees common
use in Mournhold and the larger cities - it has
most energetic properties, and will serve well to
fill Barenziah’s mind and body with the energy
necessary to search her memory for all these
secrets we shall all love to hear, and to keep her
attentive throughout the full interview.
This Corkbulb-Rye brew, thus, will be a
microcosm of Barenziah’s humble upbringing
and successful contemporary, and will also serve
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to alleviate some of the aches and cloudiness of
age, to ensure we get the greatest result from this
interview.
If you would like to replicate this drink at home,
dear reader - simply crush three parts corkbulb
to one part rye in a mortar and pestle to a fine
powder, tie up in a cloth bag and steep until the
water is a clear brown hue, similar to that of a
young whiskey.

Queen.
Consort.
Legend.
arenziah and I held our
little meeting inside
my quarters here in Tel
Naga. I had the room dressed
up that it might be familiar to
her more Imperial tastes, with
flower-pots sporting varieties one
might see around the palace in
Mournhold, and the banner of
her own House Hlaalu dangling
from the ceiling. She entered, we
shared some pleasantries, and
what follows is a transcription of
the interview - extraneous dialogue notwithstanding - courtesy
of my wonderful assistant Vares.
So, sera - it is safe to say that
you are a most prolific figure in
the politics of our good home,
hm? Officially speaking, now
- you are the Queen Mother of
Morrowind; unofficially, plenty
of people think that you never
truly gained the ‘mother’ in that
title - what say you of the idea
that there is more power held in
those wizened hands of yours
than King Helseth may let on?
My son is not insecure in his
position. He wields his power with
confidence I wish I had when I
had my run. He doesn’t hide that
I advise him - in fact, he makes

Queen Barenziah
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it quite known. I have been the
Queen for centuries, and most old
timers remember me as a constant
in their lives. For some people, the
fact that I am still at court adds
more credibility to Helseth’s rule.
Yes, when the King asks for advice,
I do speak my mind. Although, I
find that his ideas are often better
than mine. I have centuries of
experience, yes, but I now lack
his passion, the kind that drives
the youth to great things. When I
advise him to wait out the storm,
he often goes out and rides the
churning waves of turmoil anyway
- and they carry him further and
higher than they ever could me. I
admire him.
A most reassuring notion for
all within our borders, I’m
sure. Having lived through and
experienced both, would you say
this more modern Imperial way
of governance lends itself better
to stability than the way of the
Houses, Temple and Tong?

Barenziah
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Stability? In time, yes. However,
there are still many hurdles he
must overcome. Slave trade was
the first one, and aboloshing it
had thrown us into a civil war.
It did not do well to his public
image here at home, of course,
but the acceptance of Morrowind
as a reliable partner and ally to
the rest of Tamriel was solidified.
Even after four centuries of
the Empire’s dominion, we as
a people have been demonized,
due to still engaging in slavery.
Nations formerly or presently
victims of slavery never allowed
us much opportunity to spread
our influence beyond the Velothi
mountains. Now, this is changing.
The Count of Cheydinhal, for
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instance, is a Dunmer man, and
the people of Nibenay accept him.
This would not have been possible
mere decades ago. Helseth’s
iconoclasm aims at securing a
better future of the Dunmer
people in Tamriel as a whole. This
is my son’s vision. He is not just
bringing Imperial influence to
Morrowind, but more importantly,
he is bringing Dunmer influence
to the Empire.
To speak of days of old, sera
- if there is one thing more
prolific than your rule, it is
your love, no? Rumour holds
that before your time with
Symmachus, you found yourself
in the bedchamber of the
Emperor himself! Is there any
truth to this most scandalous
whispering?
She smiled, amused. As you
surely know, my dear Neloth,
we Dunmer are very passionate,
especially when we are young. I
spent some time at the Imperial
court in my youth, and I was
very passionate indeed. I am not
ashamed of the wild nature of
that foolish girl I was. Were you
different? I doubt that you could
put a leash on your passion when
you were twenty - you can barely
do it now, Neloth.” She winked.
“Your projects are never not
ambitious, I hear. I loved many
men in my life, I will not hide that
fact anymore. Some were common
boys with pretty faces, others were
men of high standing and low…
stamina. But my true love was only
ever my dear Symmachus. Let the
world not forget that.
Of course, muthsera, my
apologies if I may have
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insinuated otherwise! I replied,
my expression purely sardonic as
I shuffled through my questioncards. I rattled through numerous
questions, muttering them to
myself before tossing the card
behind me haphazardly. Ah!
Sera, you have, in your time,
known many a powerful ruler
- Tiber Septim, Eadwyre of
Wayrest and so on and such
forth. Is there, do you think,
some universal constant, some
uniting factor about their
personality that made them so
commanding and successful and do you believe this to be
something that Dunmeri rulers
like yourself and Helseth share?
As much as I was fond of my late
second husband, I must admit
that Eadwyre was not very good at
listening to advice. Tiber Septim
was not either, now that I think
about it. They were both wholly
certain that their vision was the
only way the world should go.
Tiber wanted to put Tamriel
into a frame he made for it in
his head, and where she didn’t
fit, he used force to hammer her
down into shape. This made
him an exemplary conqueror, an
inspiring figure for those who
value strength above all. But did
he rule well? That is debatable.
Instead of making your country a
certain way to please yourself, it is
perhaps better to change yourself
to fit what your country needs.
This is what the Good Daedra
taught our ancestors - that Change
is necessary. To grow as a person.
Winning the throne is never the
end of your personal journey, it
is just the beginning. I have seen
my son grow up right in front of
my eyes, since he became King.

He takes advice and works on his
shortcomings. He isn’t sat down
on a pillow, getting fat like many
other powerful men I knew. And I
believe that I used to be the same.
A very astute answer, sera, and
something that many will be
reflecting on in their homes,
I’m sure - now, a few more
important questions as the end
of our limited time draws near!
It is no secret that the supposed
‘Real Barenziah’ differs greatly
from the Imperial scholars’
account of your life, would
you like to weigh in on these
differences, and perhaps clarify
some of the discrepancies in the
events that took place so that
we might construct the ‘True
Barenziah,’ if you will?
‘Who is the Real Barenziah?’ I
wish I knew the answer to that
myself. I have lived a long life,
and as I said before, I did change
much throughout the era. At
different points of my life, I
considered different aspects of
myself important. If I tell you what
is important to me now, it would
be a disservice to Barenziah who
was a happily married Queen of
Morrowind, a thieving Barenziah
on the streets of Riften, or even a
cornered Barenziah at the mercy of
Jagar Tharn, trying to protect her
small children. I was many women,
who lived through many things,
and loved many men. But through
all that, I was always true to how I
felt, doing my best for my people,
and loving my family. These things
about me never change.

Barenziah
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private. I suppose, then, I have
but one final question - what
would you like to say to our
loyal audience, that they might
take to heart and carry with
them for the rest of their days?
I would advise our younger
listeners: be daring! Be passionate!
Do not allow your future self to
think of their youth as wasted.
But know that at one point, a time
will come when you will need to
be responsible and cautious. Learn
the limits of what is possible. To
older listeners, I will say: do not
let routine take a hold of your life
for too long. Try new things from
time to time. Do not be afraid of
change. Sometimes, your children
may surprise you in a good way.
Let them.

I grinned. How enigmatic,
sera! I really must get some
more information from you in
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Ivriel:

The Witch Arrow
Furrion17
Contributing Writer

oss green eyes
locked in a
mournful
stare. A lingering kiss on
the forehead. A scarlet
red cloak fluttering in the
wind amidst a wash of
silver- gold locks. Distant
memories of a distant
time...
Skyrim - 17th of Last Seed, 4E201,
The Rift near Ivarstead
Ivriel smothered the last smoldering embers and retired for the
eve. Tomorrow would come too
soon, and with it the usual hapless
villagers from Ivarstead, wanting
her to cure their ailments, bless their
crops, mix a tonic, or breathe new
life into an overworked oxen. Each
day brought more of the same—
linear, boring… everyday life. And
yet, a thrill of excitement burned in
her belly, one she couldn’t explain.
Ivriel closed her eyes and sent
thoughts scrying out through winds
of change in the air…
Another Autumn Rift morning
dawned sharp and clear—a warm,
amber sunrise and a chilling breeze
and earth that crackled underfoot
like shattered glass, shimmering

with shades of liquid gold and ruby
and topaz. Melting frost fell like
raindrops on a nearby icy stream.
Moss-green eyes and tear-stained
gloves, gentle hands pulling away
from a chubby-fingered grasp.
Ivriel shook away the unwanted
memory, and supplanted it, as she
always did, with thoughts of Anise.
Anise had found her, long ago, on
such a morning, and taken her in.
Raised her as her own, and Ivriel
owed her life to the crafty Nord
witch. From her, Ivriel learned the
way of the land and the ways of
magic. Of the balance inherent in
the world – to save a life, one must
understand how to take it. To understand Nirn, one must learn the ways
of man and mer and beast. Of The
Divines and The Daedra, for even
the Planes of Oblivion traversed the
paths of life.
Ivriel offered up a murmur of
thanks to Anise as she snipped
sprigs of Frost Mirriam and wondered…what would she do if she
found a babe on a cold morning,
shivering and abandoned in an
Autumn frost? Would she raise the
babe as her own? Teach her, love her,
as Anise had, so many years ago?
-tap-tap-tapA doe knocked its hoof against the
ice-crusted stream. Ivriel blinked,
Anise and the babe she’d once been
finally fading into memory. The doe
watched Ivriel with liquid black eyes
and lowered its head in invitation.
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Ivriel approached – slowly, reverently – and took off her glove,
stroking the doe’s soft, brown neck.
But the moment wasn’t to last. A
rush of wings and feathers shattered
the quiet, and the doe scampered
away.
Ivriel crouched – a predator? A
hunter? No, something felt…wrong.
The thrill of excitement burned in
her belly again and she swallowed
it down, good sense winning over
adventure. No adventure to be
had these days, anyway, with Vigilants in town, thickening the air
into a miasma of righteousness and
hypocrisy. “Glorified witch hunters
they are.” She thought. “They care
naught but for their crusade to blot
out anything with a sniff of magic,
yet the hypocrites use It themselves”.
Dissatisfied with hunting Daedra
worshippers, the Vigilants had
turned their attention toward solitary mages – herbalists, alchemists.
Like Anise. Like her.
A suspicion that one of the peasants in Ivarstead would sell her out
for a pouch full of septims had been
preying on her mind of late, more
oft than not. They might depend on
her for remedies and cures, but they
did not trust her—an outsider and
worst of all, a “knife-eared witch,”
as she’d overheard herself described.
And she didn’t trust them to turn
down a purse full of gold, or hold
up under a Vigilant’s thinly-veiled
threat. The only certainty of life in
Skyrim was violence – Stormcloaks
and Imperials warring, Thalmor
justiciars sniffing out heresy. Even
the animals had been driven to
madness, bear and wolf attacks
becoming commonplace, with the
endless smell of carrion on the wind
from the war.
Tall Papa, Ruptga
It wasn’t
too long
ago
Illustration
by William
Weird,
TR that a villager had been bold enough to try
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and steal away with some of her
reagents and potions, likely spurred
on by some fool’s notion of bravado
or cheered on by miscreants of the
village. The foolish girl—Reyda—
might have made it had she not
escaped headlong into a bandit
scouting party. But alas, she met her
end with arrows sprouting from her
back, face down in a stagnant pool
of mud near the river’s edge. Ivriel
had happened upon the corpse
sometime later, but by then the poor
wretch had half a leg torn off by
wolves, her eyes had been taken by
the crows, and crabs still nipped at
the blackened flesh.
The smell of decay hung thick in
the air. Ivriel knew the corpse would
attract more predators to the area
if she didn’t get rid of it, and so she
had—by pushing it further into
river for slaughterfish to finish off.
But more bad luck intervened in
the form of a small boy happening
upon Ivriel’s work, and by the time
Ivriel noticed the lad, it was too late.
He’d started running as fast as his
legs could carry him and screaming
to the rest of the village folk about
what he’d seen.
They’d drawn their own conclusions, and to most of them it had
been Ivriel who had slain Reyda. It
was quite some time before any villagers returned to seek her services,
and very few at that. The ones who
came were mistrustful and skittish
as ever and would be gone as quick as
they had come. “No”, she thought.
“The die has been cast, the villagers
will take the gold offered and tell the
Vigilants what they want to hear,
and soon they will be baying at my
heels like hounds after the fox.”
And so they were now, it seemed.
The Vigilants boarding at the
tavern were likely biding their time,
learning as much as they could from

the villagers. They wouldn’t be
alone; they never were….
Ivriel eased out of her crouch,
stuffing the reagents she’d gathered
into her satchel fastening it close,
and started back toward her hut.
She found the quiet of the woods
no longer peaceful, but eerie and
tight. Her very bones tingled with
warning. A nearby bush rustled.
She spun around, and purple mist
between her fingers coalesced into
an ethereal bow. Her breath came
in short gasps as she scanned the
woods – the empty woods. Shivers
crept over her spine. Someone else
was there, someone who shouldn’t
be. The animals of her forest knew
her, accepted her, wouldn’t run
from her. But others? A few steps
more, and she heard another rustle
and a flash of blue. A bawdy laugh.
Ivriel let out a long exhale and
relaxed her grip. Stormcloak soldiers, a pair of them. But they didn’t
bother her – she could sneak past
them as easily as the mist, especially
when they desired nothing more
than ale and a bed of warm furs
after a night’s patrol. “It won’t be
long before they happen across the
hidden Imperial camp nestled in the
woods,” she thought. “It would be a
true pity if that handsome Altmer
general met his fate at the end of a
Stormcloak blade.”
It wasn’t often she saw other mer
in the area; she was used to feeling
like an outsider and wondered if
he would ever think to cast her a
glance if he saw her. It wasn’t often
she allowed herself such flights of
fancy, and she felt her cheeks flush
at the thought. She smiled and
watched the soldiers walk down to
Ivarstead. She turned back toward
her hut. Her smile fading. Smoke
drifted from the chimney, yet she
was certain she had smothered her

fire before she left that morning. She
edged closer, under the trees, and
squinted through a window.
Two figures stood near the firepit
– one wore a hood which obscured
his face, but the other was a middle-aged Nord with a receding hairline, a great maul was slung over his
shoulder. The thrill of excitement
in her belly boiled over in fear and
anger. The bow in her hand blinked
back to Oblivion, and she crept
closer, green light flashing at her
fingertips “Not like this, not now. I
will not be snuffed out by zealots on
a mad crusade.”.
The green light in Ivriel’s hands
flared, and a moment later the hut
filled with a blast of poisonous
magic. The Nord coughed and
gagged. “Argh, Tolan! It’s the knifeeared bitch, sh- ”
A shimmering arrow erupted
through the back of his neck and the
Nord collapsed, clutching his ruined
throat. Gouts of blood spilled out
on the earthen floor.
“My earthen floor,” she thought,
and turned flashing her green eyes
on the Nord’s companion – the one
he’d named Tolan – rushing from
her hut. She ran after him and barely
escaped the arc of his maul as he
doubled back just outside the door.
He screamed and struggled to
regain his balance. “You’ll pay for
that, witch!”
“Maybe. One day,” Ivriel hissed,
her throat tight with icy conviction.
The ethereal bow faded once more
and she raised her hands, a green
light shimmering around her palms.
The ground trembled and cracked
and a dozen vines slithered free and
wound around the Vigilant’s chest.
“But today, this is my forest and you
are not welcome. Leave now and I
will spare your life.”
Tolan gasped and spat at her feet.
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“This is not your forest, elf. This
is Nord land and it is you who are
unwelcome!”
Ivriel closed her fist and vines
tightened around Tolan’s throat.
“So be it,” she said grimly and
motioned with her hand, purple
mist wreathing her fingers. A great
wolf padded to her side. Another
gesture, and the wolf stepped closer
to the Vigilant, until the two stood
face to face. The wolf’s breath
steamed through bared teeth in the
cold morning air. Slaver streamed
from its jaws. Ivriel tilted her head
and sneered. “You will die a fool.
A fool who was given the chance to
lea—“

followed by a whoosh as her wolf
collapsed into purple mist. The
third Vigilant held a bloody flanged
mace, and grinned. “Give it up,
knife-ear, you’ve lost!”
Ivriel heard a rustling and turned,
keeping one eye on the bloody mace.
Tolan had freed himself from her
vines and the two Vigilants paced
around her, tightening their circle
with each turn. “I would advise you
pray for mercy,” seethed Tolan. “But

-thrumA crossbow quarrel whistled past
and pierced the wolf’s side. The
beast yelped and sank to its knees.
Ivriel spun on her heel and summoned her bow. Three hooded figures garbed in robes and mail strode
toward the hut.
Tolan screamed through labored
breath and flung an arm toward
Ivriel. “Kill her! Kill the witch!”
This time, the quarrel missed its
mark, finding purchase in the wall
of her hut. She whispered a spell and
her flesh turned to armor of stone.
Her own arrow flew true, knocking
the Vigilant bowman to the ground.
Blood spurted through his fingers as
he grasped at his chest. After that,
everything blurred into fire spells
and whizzing arrows and the smell
of blood and burned cloth. In the
midst of the confusion, Ivriel’s wolf
lunged at the Vigilant mage, savaging his arm in his jaws. With no
flames to dodge, Ivriel took careful
aim and took the mage down with
an arrow to the throat.
A yelp sounded behind her,
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Stendarr does not grant it to the
likes of you, foul witch!”
Ivriel wasted no time on prayer.
She drew her bow and loosed. Her
arrow pierced the maced Vigilant’s
shoulder. He screamed and staggered, but Tolan charged, sweeping
Ivriel’s legs out from under her. Her
head crashed to the ground and
when her vision cleared, all she saw
was the sky. “Beautiful and blue,”
she thought, “like winter roses.”
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The maul crashed down on her
chest.
Ivriel gasped and forced her eyes
open. A sharp pain stabbed through
her chest and she wheezed, blood
dribbling from her mouth and
down her chin. She struggled to rise
and her vision darkened again as the
pain in her chest and head almost
dragged her back down. Eventually,
she hobbled to her hut. Stoneware
and broken glass littered the floor,
and parchment soaked into a pool
of fresh blood on the floor.
“At least I gave as good as I got”,
she thought, remembering the old
Nord she’d killed. “One shot, too”.
She winced, baring bloody teeth as
another wave of pain nearly doubled
her over.
Ivriel slapped a hand over her
chest and sighed as a golden glow
sank into her skin. “But that won’t
last long. I have to find herbs. Need
something stronger.” Her hand
glowed golden over her chest once
more, and she managed to stand.
The door clicked shut behind
Ivriel. She took one step, then
another, toward the forest. As she’d
done hundreds of times before. But
this time was different. This time
she had a plan.
This time…this time, she wouldn’t
stop. Not until she’d reached the
Hall of the Vigilants. And left none
alive.
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Astr ology Meanings of Aurbis

The Tower
Serpentwined
Contributing Writer

“T he Tower is one of t he T hief’s Charges and its
Season is Frost fall. T hose born under t he sign
of t he Tower have a knack for finding gold and can
open locks of all kinds.”
hose born in the
season of Frost Fall,
(October) 1st - 31st.
Soul color: Dark blue
Temperament: The Tower is
displays the most remarkable
instincts and intuitive senses,
even if those born under the
sign don’t realize it. They are
naturally very lackadaisical in
the sense that everything works
in their favor without expending
much effort. Whatever hand
this sign is dealt with, they will
work with tentatively. This sign
is incredibly wary of the world
around them, much more then
themselves at times; making
their need to be in positive
environments important.

— T he Firmament

into one’s coffers then fight
them.

Friendships and Family:
Networking is crucial. The
Tower gathers friends and
contacts to fill a plethora of
talents. Their enthusiasm is
dependent on how well their
peers coordinate and they don’t
mind being around many people
at once. Those born under
this sign may lean towards
co-dependency but are entirely
capable to live on their own if
need be.

Success: Their intuitive
instincts are good at developing
success, but they are quite
adverse to difficult work.
The Tower believes that
fortune shouldn’t be a massive
dedication, and it’s foolish
to work your entire life away
Abilities: The Tower sign isn’t
to achieve it. Their means of
much of a fighter or a mage,
acquiring money is merely
they are extremely proficient
supplemental to their hobbies,
in infiltration and covert tasks
instead. Their strengths easily fall knowing that they are most
happy being surrounded by their
into lock-picking and sneaking.
In fact, those under this sign find fancies.
that tasks are best solved without
violence and would rather delve
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Romance: Enchanting
and charming, convincing
their partners to forget how
lackadaisical they actually are.
They live to impress with elegant
dates in lavish locations. Their
first impressions are stunning
but they always seem a bit
uncommitted in the follow
through. Don’t pressure those
born under this sign, they made
need to unintentionally reset
their relationships to experience
the thrill of a ‘budding’ romance
once more.
Struggles: The Tower needs to
live outside of their vanity, they
are terribly unreliable but so
convincing in garnering other’s
support. Their needs always
appear to be superficial as they
are always wary of expending
a great effort for anything.
Sometimes goals require a great
amount of effort, and not just a
cunning tactical advantage.

EDITORIAL

T he Festivals & Holidays of

Frost Fall
he tenth month, sometimes called Frostfall, is denoted
by its namesake — frost coating the cobbles and wilds of
Tamriel.
A chill hovers in the nighttime sky, the previously browned and bronzed leaves of
many trees begin to shed, littering the ground with their unwanted bounty. Many
become more superstitious as the day’s length wanes and the moons begin their
dominance of the skies.

Morning Star | Sun’s Dawn | First Seed | Rain’s Hand | Second Seed | Mid Year
Sun’s Height | Last Seed | Hearthfire | Frost Fall | Sun’s Dusk | Evening Star

th of Frost Fall
The fifth of Frostfall marks
Dirij Tereur for the people of
the Alik’r Desert. It is a sacred
day honoring Frandar Hund,
the traditional spiritual leader
of the Redguards who led
them to Hammerfell in the
first era. Stories are read from
Hund’s Book of Circles, and
the temples in the region are
filled to capacity.

th of Frost Fall
Malacath’s Summoning
Day — In Daggerfall, this
is the Summoning Day for
Malacath.

th of Frost Fall
The 13th of Frostfall is
known throughout Tamriel
as the Witches’ Festival
when the forces of sorcery

and religion clash. The
Mages Guild gets most of
the business since weapons
and items are evaluated for
their mystic potential free of
charge and magic spells are
one half their usual price.
Demonologists, conjurors,
lamias, warlocks, and
thaumaturgists meet in the
wilderness outside (the city),
and the creatures created or
summoned there may plague
Tamriel for eons. Most wise
men choose not to wander this
night. In Daggerfall, this is the
Summoning Day for Mephala.

rd of Frost Fall
On the 23rd of Frost Fall in
the 121st year of the third era,
the empress Kintyra Septim II
met her death in the imperial
dungeons in Glenpoint on
the orders of her cousin and
usurper Uriel III. Her death

is remembered in Glenpoint
as the day called Broken
Diamonds. It is a day of silent
prayer for the wisdom and
benevolence of the imperial
family of Tamriel. [Editor’s
note: It is Uriel III who killed
Kintyra, not Cephorus. This is a
scribe’s error in Daggerfall].

30

th of Frost Fall

Emperor’s Day — Once
the 30th of Frostfall, the
Emperor’s Birthday, was the
most popular holiday of the
year. Great traveling carnivals
entertained the masses, while
the aristocracy of High Rock
enjoyed the annual Goblin
Chase on horseback. Recently,
these traditions have fallen
into neglect. It has been
decades since there was such
a carnival, and longer still
since a Goblin Chase has been
sponsored.
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Correspondence

Talking
Tel
Mora
Your say on T he Elder Scrolls
EVEN
DISTRIBUTION
Gorgeous as always. I was
really interested in the article
about Trinimac-Ruptga,
but although the references
to Mithra/Mithras are very
informative and compelling,
I think it makes certain
assumptions about Yokudan
(and non-Yokudan) views
of the Akatosh-Lorkhan
dynamic that don’t work that
well.
By the way, this bif [sic] of
the editorial felt as if it was
speaking directly to me:
“Why not try to look at the
lore through a new ideological
paradigm? If you’re a fan of
Dunmeri philosophy, why not
try to understand the world as
an orthodox Altmer? If you’re
a fan of the Daedric worship,
how about approaching the lore
through the lens of a religious
devotee of the Nine?”

known Daedraphiles embrace
Stendarr? That made me
appreciate the mainstream
Divines. Then I went into
ESO and, for similar reasons,
I decided to explore Altmer
lore, the theological opposites
of Dunmer. And thus, I
became a fan of the High
Elves too, the same race I once
considered either typical and
boring or cartoonishly evil
and just plain wrong.
Roleplaying a race and culture
that isn’t familiar to you is an
exercise I recommend in every
game that allows it. It forces
you to research what you
didn’t notice before and look
at the world through different
eyes.

Editor’s Response
hank you for writing in
Misticsan!
We certainly agree! Part of the adventure of fiction and roleplay is to step
outside the bounds of one’s comfort
zone, trying something new. At
worst, it doesn’t work for you and you
can avoid it in the future, and at best,
you find that you’re able to explore
ideas from an angle that otherwise
would have been barred to you. It
gives us the ability to change our
perspective and deepen our personal
understandings of what constitutes
The Elder Scrolls.
What good is fiction if we’re unable
to explore it free of boundaries?

Misticsan, r/teslore

I was (and still am) a big fan
of the Dunmer and Daedra
worship. But after noticing
the considerable amount of
Dark Elves in the Vigil of
Stendarr, I went out of my
comfort zone to roleplay a
Dunmer Vigilant in TESV.
Why would someone
from a race of

Anhaedra from The Elder Scrolls

Illustration by psyjick, DeviantArt

If you’ve got something to
say, by all means tell us!
Comment on our posts on
r/teslore, r/elderscrolls, and
r/elderscrollsonline.
Send us an Email at
telemoraindependent@gmail.com,
and you can find us
on Facebook,

Thank You
For Reading!

